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In the Court of the Judicial Magistrate First Class, At Udalguri 

 

G.R. Case No- 584 of 2016 

U/S - 341/294/323 I.P.C. 

State of Assam 

-Vs.- 

Pronita Barman 

....... Accused person 

 

Present:-N.C.BHUYAN, AJS 

Judicial Magistrate 1st class, Udalguri 

Advocate appeared for the prosecution:- A.Pourel, Ld. APP. 

Advocate appeared for the defence:- B.J. Sarma 

Date of Evidence: 14/10/16, 24/01/17, 08/02/17,18/03/17 

Date of Argument: 19/06/17 

Date of Judgment: 30/06/17 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

The prosecution case, in brief, is as follows:-  

That on 27/05/2016 one Saurav Deka lodged one FIR before the officer in 

charge of Khoirabari police station and alleged that at about 11:30 AM on 

23.05.2016 Khargeswari Deka was coming out of her house and when she 

reached in front of her house, Pranita Barman hit Khargeswari Deka with bi-cycle 

and scolded her in filthy language. The informant also alleged that later on the 

accused kicked Khargeswari Deka and also pelted one stone which hit in the 

lower abdomen of Khargeswari Deka.  

On receipt of the F.I.R., O/C, Khoirabari P.S. Case No.28/2016, U/S- 

341/323/294 I.P.C. was registered. Accordingly police went for investigation, 

examined witnesses, collected evidence and on completion of investigation 
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finding sufficient materials u/s 341/323/294 I.P.C. against accused person 

Pronita Barman, submitted the Charge-sheet against accused Pronita Barman. 

That upon receipt of the Charge sheet the Learned CJM Udalguri 

transferred the case to this court for disposal and this court on perusal of the 

Charge sheet and the other documents sent by the police u/s 173 Cr.P.C. found 

sufficient materials to proceed against accused person Pronita Barman issued 

process against him.  

Accordingly accused person Pronita Barman, appeared before the court. 

After that the necessary documents u/s 207 of Cr. P.C. were given to the 

accused person Pronita Barman and considering the relevant documents and 

hearing both the parties, particular of the offences u/s 341/294/323 I.P.C. was 

read over and explained to accused person Pronita Barman to which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

During trial prosecution side examined only six witnesses who were cross 

examined by the defence. The prosecution declined to examine any other 

witnesses on their behalf and prayed for closing the evidence of the prosecution 

witnesses. Accordingly the evidence of the prosecution side was closed. The 

examination of the accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. was recorded as per law and kept 

with the record. I have heard the arguments of both the sides and perused the 

evidence on record.  

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 After perusal of record and hearing the parties the following points for 

determination arose before this court in the instant case-  

(i) Whether on 23.05.16 at about 11.30 AM accused person Pronita 

Barman wrongfully restrained Khargeswari Deka and thereby 

committed the offence punishable u/s 341 IPC? 

(ii) Whether on 23.05.16 at about 11.30 AM accused person Pronita 

Barman voluntarily caused hurt to Khargeswari Deka and 

thereby committed the offence punishable u/S 323 I.P.C? 
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(iii) Whether on 23.05.16 at about 11.30 AM accused person Pronita 

Barman scolded Khargeswari Deka in filthy language and  

thereby committed the offence punishable u/S 294 I.P.C? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

For the sake of convenience all the points for determination are taken 

together for discussion.  

PW 1 Saurabh Deka stated that he is the informant. He knows the 

accused person. On 23/05/16 at about 11:30 AM he and his wife went to 

Mangaldoi. On that day his mother came to the road and then the accused came 

with a bicycle and hit his mother. Then my mother fell down and then the 

accused dragged his mother, catching her hairs and beat her. His mother got 

injury in her leg as the accused hit my mother with stones.  After that my brother 

Abhoy asked the accused as to why she beat their mother. Then the accused 

scolded him in filthy language. After that the accused has lodged a false case 

against Abhoy. Next day he lodged the case.  

In the cross examination PW 1 stated that he studied up to BA. The FIR 

was written as per his dictation. He does not know the name of the Ejahar writer. 

The incident took place on 23/05/16. The date of the FIR is on 27/05/16. The 

Khoirabari police station is situated at a distance of 8 kilometres. He did not 

lodge the FIR on 27/05/16. He did lodge the FIR on next day of the incident. As 

we took their mother to hospital, so we lodged the FIR next day. He has not 

mentioned the same in the FIR.  It is not a fact that he did not say to police that  

as he was busy with the treatment of his mother, there was the delay in lodging 

the FIR. Abhoy Charan Deka was in jail on the basis of the case lodged by the 

accused. At the time of the incident, he was in Mangaldoi. Kabita was also in 

Mangaldoi. It is not a fact that he has lodged a false case against the accused. It 

is not a fact that he has deposed falsely. It is not a fact that his mother 

intercepted the accused and then the bicycle or the accused touched his mother 

and then his mother and Abhoy went to the house of the accused and Abhoy 
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beat the accused. There is no dispute with the accused in connection with land 

matter.  

PW2 Niteswar Deka stated that she knows the informant as well as the 

accused. Last year she was going along the PWD road and when she reached 

near Barara LP School she saw Pranita and Khargeswari on the road. Pranita was 

going towards southern side and Khargeswari was coming towards northern side. 

Suddenly she saw Pranita hitting Khargeswari with her bicycle. After that Pranita 

gave hand blows to Khargeswari. When Khargeswari was about to go to her 

house, Pranita pelted some stones on Khargeswari. By that time she left the 

place.  

In the cross examination PW 2 stated that Khargeswari Devi is her elder 

sister. Saurabh Deka is her nephew, Abhay Charan Deka is also her nephew. 

Abhay Deka was in jail in connection the case lodge by Pranita. She does not 

know the result of the case lodged by Pranita against Abhay. Khargeswari Devi 

was coming from side of Barara high school on the day of the incident and 

Pranita Devi was going towards Barara LP School. The land of accused is situated 

towards the southern side of the place of occurrence. In the western side there is 

the LP School, the house of Khargeswari Devi is in the northern side, Bhupen 

Kalita is in the southern side of the place of occurrence. The place of occurrence 

was a village road. Police only asked her to show the place of occurrence. 

Besides that police did not ask her anything in connection with the instance case. 

The place of occurrence was in between for “Nahar Tree”. It is not a fact that 

Pranita did not beat Khargeswari on the day of incident. It is not a fact that she 

has deposed falsely. It is not a fact that Khargeswari Devi intercepted Pranita 

and then the bicycle touched Khargeswari Devi slightly and because of that 

Abhay assaulted Pranita. It is not a fact that she has deposed falsely. Witness 

Dipali Deka is her daughter in law. Dipali Deka is the elder sister in law of Abhay 

Deka.  

PW3 Dipali Deka stated that she knows the informant as well as the 

accused. On 23/05/16 at about 10:30 Pranita Barman hit Khargeswari Deka with 
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bicycle and then beat Khargeswari Deka. When Khargeswari Deka was about to 

go to her house, Pranita pelted stones on Khargeswari. When she came home 

she saw her mother in law crying and on being asked Khargeswari Deka told her 

that Pranita Barman beat her. Later on Saurabh Deka lodged a instant case.    

In the cross examination PW3 stated that Saurabh Deka is her younger 

brother in law. Abhay Charan Deka is her younger brother in law. Abhay Charan 

Deka was in jail in 13 days in connection with a case lodged by Pranita Barman. 

On the day of incident she saw Khargeswari was crying in their house. Before 

that I did not see the incident. Police interrogated her. It is not a fact that she 

did not say to police that from Khargeswari Devi, she came to know that on the 

day of the incident Pranita Barman had kicked her mother in law and gave hand 

blows of her mother in law and then pelted stones on her mother in law. It is not 

a fact that she did say to police that on the day of the incident her mother in law 

got injury on her bosom, belly and in her backside and on her leg. On the day of 

the incident when her mother in law went to the police station to give 

information about the incident, she fell down from the motorcycle and got injury 

in her legs. her mother in law went to the police station next day of the incident. 

It is not fact that Pranita Barman did not beat her mother in law on the day of 

the incident. It is not a fact that false case is lodged against Pranita Barman. It is 

not fact that on the day of the incident Pranita Barman intercepted her mother in 

law and then the bicycle of Pranita Barman touched her mother in law slightly 

and hence Abhay beat Pranita. It is not a fact that she has deposed falsely. 

PW4 Khargeswari Deka stated that she knows the informant as well as 

the accused. On 23 May 2016 at about 11.30 AM she went outside of her house 

as she was about in her house. At that time the accused was coming riding a 

bicycle along the road in front of her house. She was going along the road and at 

that time the accused hit in her leg and hand with the bicycle. Then she asked 

her as to why she hit her with the bicycle. Then the accused shouted by using 

word(witch) to her and gave her hand blows. The accused also kicked in her 

lower belly. The accused also kicked her. After sometime when she was returning 

home, the accused pelted stones on her. Later on her son Abhay came and went 
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to ask the accused about the incident and then the accused attacked her son. 

Later on her son Saurab Deka lodged this instant case.   

In the cross examination PW4 stated that Abhay and Saurabh are her 

sons. On the day of the incident Abhay Deka went to the house Pranita Barman. 

Her son Abhay was in jail in connection with the case lodged by Pranita Barman 

for about 28 days. In that case Abhay Deka was convicted and sentenced pay Rs. 

1000/- as fine. The incident took place on the village road that connected the 

PWD road and her house. When she went to the police station with Abhay in a 

bicycle she fell down from the bicycle. She went to the police station on the next 

day of the incident. It is not a fact that the accused did not gave  blows to her, 

kicked in her lower belly and also pelted stones on her and also came to her 

house and pelted stones on her. It is not a fact that she was not beaten by the 

accused on the day of the incident. It is not a fact that she has deposed falsely. 

It is not a fact that on the day of the incident she wrongfully restrained Pranita 

Barman and then she and her son Abhay went to the house of Pranita Barman 

and her son Abhay tried to outrage the modesty of Pranita Barman. It is not a 

fact that a false case is instituted by them. It is not a fact that she got injury as 

she fell down from motorcycle. Dipali is her daughter in law.   

PW5 Putuli Kalita stated that she knows the informant and the accused. 

She does not know about the incident on the day of the incident she was in the 

house of her daughter. Later on she saw the swelling of the leg of Khargeswari 

Deka.  

In the cross examination PW5 stated that she did not see the incident. 

PW6 Dr. Pankaj Chandra Baishya stated that on 13/05/16 he was working 

as Medical and Health Officer at Khoirabari PHC and on that day at 5.15 pm he 

examined one Khargeswari Deka and found swelling in left angle joint. The injury 

was simple in nature caused by blunt weapon. 
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In the cross examination PW6 stated that No case reference number or 

GD entry number is given in the requisition form. The victim was examined as 

emergency patient. The emergency registration number of the victim is not 

mentioned in his report. The medico logical number is also not mentioned in his 

report. The type of injury may be caused to one person if that person falls on 

anything. The age of the injury is not mentioned in his report.  

In support of the case with the prosecution 6 PWs were examined. Out of 

these 6 PWs, PW-6 is the medical officer. Out of the remaining 5 PWs on perusal 

of the evidences on record it is found that PW-5 stated that he did not see the 

incident. On the other hand PW-1 during his cross examination deposed that at 

the time of incident he was in Mangaldai. It shows that PW-1 did not see the 

incident. Hence, the evidence of Pw-1 is nothing but hear say. On the other hand 

PW-3 during her cross examination admitted hat on the day of the incident she 

saw Kargeswari Deka crying in her house and before that she did not see the 

incident. From the statement of PW-3 it is found that PW-3 has no direct 

knowledge about the incident.  

So there are only 2 witnesses i.e. PW-2 and PW-4 whose evidence are to 

be appreciated in order to find out the guilt of the accused. During the argument 

Learned Counsel for the accused person argued that both PW-2 and PW-4 are 

related and hence they are interested witnesses and their evidence is not 

trustworthy.  

It is found that both PW-2 and PW-4 stated that on the day of incident 

the accused first hit Kargeswari Deka with bi-cycle and after that the accused 

beat Kargeswari Deka and pelted stone on her. PW-4 stated that on the day of 

the incident the accused hit in her leg and hand with bi-cycle and then gave her 

hand blows. PW-4 also alleged that the accused kicked her in her lower belly.  

It is also stated that there are only 2 witnesses i.e. PW-2 and PW-4 who 

have corroborated each other and except the statement of PW-2 and PW-4 there 

is no material on record to hold the accused guilty of any offences. The other 

witnesses have no personal knowledge about the incident. On the other hand 
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PW-2 and PW-4 are related to each other as PW-2 himself admitted during his 

cross examination that Khargeswari Deka is his elder sister.    

During argument Learned defence Counsel argued that the victim 

Kargeswari Deka on the day of the incident fell down from the bi-cycle and got 

injury in her leg and that Kargeswari Deka admitted the same during her cross 

examination and that the medical report of Kargeswari Deka has also supported 

the said fact. I have gone through the cross examination part of Kargeswari Deka 

who was examined as PW-4. During her cross examination PW-4 stated that on 

the day of incident she went to the police station and when she went to the 

police station with her son Abhay Deka with bi-cycle, she fell down from the bi-

cycle. The statement of Khargeswari Deka creates doubt to the allegation that 

she got injury on the day of incident as she was beaten by the accused.  

Under the facts and circumstances of the instant case, it is found that the 

prosecution has been failed to prove the guilt of the accused person beyond 

reasonable doubt by adducing some cogent evidence and hence the accused 

person is entitled to be acquitted under the benefit of doubt. 

 

ORDER 

In view of the conclusion made above I hold accused Pronita Barman is 

not found guilty of the offence u/s 341/323/294 I.P.C. and accordingly accused 

Pronita Barman is acquitted of the offence u/s 341/323/294 IPC.  

The bail bond of accused Pronita Barman is extended for a further period 

of 6 months from today as per provisions of Section 437A, Cr.P.C as amended up 

to date. 

The judgment is delivered in the open Court under my hand and the seal 

of this court on this 30th day of June, 2017. 

  

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

 Udalguri 
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Appendix:- 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses  

 PW 1 Saurabh  Deka 

 PW 2 Niteswar Deka 

 PW 3 Dipali Deka 

 PW 4 Khargeswari Deka 

 PW 5 Putuli Deka  

 PW 6 Dr. Pankaj Chandra Baishya 

 2. Defence witnesses  

None 

 

3. Prosecution exhibit.  

Ext. 1 FIR 

Ext. 2 Medical Report 

4. Defence exhibit. 

 None 

 

    (N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st 

Class Udalguri 

 

 


